
 
 
 

BioCatch Taps Richard Perry as New VP of Sales for Europe, the Middle East 

and Africa 

 

New Hire Signals Accelerated Growth in Strategic Markets 

 
 
Boston, MA -- July X, 2014 -- BioCatch, the global leader in behavioral biometric 
authentication and threat detection, announced today the appointment of Richard 
Perry as Vice-President of Sales EMEA (Europe, Middle-East, and Africa).  
 
Richard has 15 years of experience helping build security technology focused 
businesses in Senior Sales, Sales Management and Global Management positions. 
 
Prior to joining BioCatch, Richard served as the Regional Sales Manager & Global 
Director for Banking at Vasco Data Security where he drove sales growth in key 
markets including, the UK and Africa. He’s also held strategic sales roles at Thales 
Group, cloud security pioneer MessageLabs, and Cable & Wireless/INS. 
 
 "We are very excited to have someone with Richard’s extensive global sales 
experience join the team as we continue to expand into new markets," said Benny 
Rosenbaum, BioCatch CEO.  “It was crucial for us to find someone with an in-depth 
understanding of the security needs of our customers, specifically in relation to 
stronger authentication, and we are confident Richard will be an asset in this 
regard.”  
 
BioCatch proactively collects and analyses over 400 bio-behavioral, cognitive and 
physiological parameters to authenticate visitors to banking and eCommerce sites, 
significantly reducing friction associated with risky transactions and identifying 
users exhibiting behaviors consistent with fraudsters.  
 
"BioCatch addresses one of the biggest problems facing the authentication industry 
today, namely, the enormous challenge of validating users without negatively 
impacting user experience,” said Richard Perry. “When I saw the company’s 
Behavioral Authentication technology in action, I knew this would make a huge 
impact on the market.” 
 
 
About BioCatch  
BioCatch is a leading provider of behavioral authentication and threat detection 
solutions for mobile and Web applications. Available as a cloud-based solution, 



BioCatch proactively collects and analyzes more than 400 bio-behavioral, cognitive 
and physiological parameters to generate a unique user profile. Banks and 
eCommerce websites and mobile apps use BioCatch to significantly reduce friction 
associated with risky transactions and protect users against cyber threats, such as 
Account Takeovers, Man-in-the-Browser (MitB) Malware and Remote Access (RAT) 
attacks. Additionally, BioCatch provides an enterprise tool that improves the 
employee authentication experience while protecting access to critical IT assets. The 
Company was founded in 2011 by experts in neural science research, machine 
learning and cyber security and is currently deployed in leading banks, eCommerce 
sites and enterprises across North America, Latin America and Europe. For more 
information, please visit www.biocatch.com. 
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